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Hunting for reduced polytopes
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We show that there exist reduced polytopes in three-dimensional Euclidean
space. This partially answers the question posed by Lassak [10] on the exis-
tence of reduced polytopes in d-dimensional Euclidean space for d ≥ 3. More-
over, we prove a novel necessary condition on reduced polytopes in three-
dimensional Euclidean space.
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1 Introduction
Constant width bodies, i.e., convex bodies for which parallel supporting hyperplanes have
constant distance, have a long and rich history in mathematics [5]. Due to Meissner [20],
constant width bodies in Euclidean space can be characterized by diametrical complete-
ness, that is, the property of not being properly contained in a set of the same diameter.
Constant width bodies also belong to a related class of reduced convex bodies introduced
by Heil [8]. This means that constant width bodies do not properly contain a convex body
of same minimum width. Remarkably, the classes of reduced bodies and constant width
bodies do not coincide, as a regular triangle in the Euclidean plane shows.
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Reduced bodies are extremal in remarkable inequalities for prescribed minimum width,
as in Steinhagen’s inequality [5] (minimum inradius), or others that surprisingly still re-
main unsolved, namely, Pál’s problem [21] (minimum volume). While the regular simplex
(and any of its reduced subsets) is extremal for Steinhagen’s, it is extremal only in the
planar case for Pál’s problem. The reason is that while the regular triangle is reduced,
this is no longer the case for the regular simplex inRd, d ≥ 3. Indeed, Heil conjectured [8]
that a certain reduced subset of the regular simplex is extremal for Pál’s problem. Heil
also observed that some reduced body has to be extreme for Pál’s problem when replac-
ing volume by quermassintegral. The existence of reduced polytopes, and the fact that
smooth reduced sets are of constant width (cf. [8]), opens the door to conjecture some of
them as minimizers. In full generality, any non-decreasing-inclusion functional of convex
bodies with prescribed minimum width, attains its minimum at some reduced body. Pál’s
problem restricted to constant width sets is the well-known Blaschke–Lebesgue problem,
cf. [5], solved only in the planar case, where the Reuleaux triangle is the minimizer of the
area, andMeissner’s bodies are conjectured to be extremal in the three-dimensional space,
see [15, pp. 216, 217] for an extended discussion. Note that Pál’s problem has also been
investigated in other geometrical settings such as Minkowskian planes [1] or spherical
geometry, cf. [4, pp. 96, 97] and [17].
Reduced bodies in the Euclidean space have been extensively studied in [10, 11, 15], and
the concept of reducedness has been translated to finite-dimensional normed spaces [13,
14, 16]. In reference to the existence of reduced polygons in the Euclidean plane, Lassak
[10] posed the question whether there exist reduced polytopes in Euclidean d-space for
d ≥ 3. Several authors addressed the search for reduced polytopes in finite-dimensional
normed spaces [2, 3, 12, 18, 19]. For Euclidean space starting from dimension 3 several
classes of polytopes such as
• polytopes in Rd with d+ 2 vertices, d + 2 facets, or more vertices than facets [3,
Corollary 7],
• centrally symmetric polytopes [14, Claim 2],
• simple polytopes, i.e., polytopes in Rd where each vertex is incident to d edges (like
polytopal prisms, for instance) [3, Corollary 8],
• pyramids with polytopal base [2, Theorem 1], and in particular simplices [18,19]
were proved to be not reduced. The purpose of the present article is two-fold. After proving
a novel necessary condition for reduced polytopes in three-dimensional Euclidean space
in Section 3, we present a reduced polytope inR3 in Section 4. The validity of our example
can be checked using the algorithm provided in Section 5.
2 Notation and basic results
Throughout this paper, we work in d-dimensional Euclidean space, that is, the vector
space Rd equipped with the inner product 〈x | y〉 :=∑di=1 xi yi and the norm ‖x‖ :=p〈x | x〉,
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where x= (x1, . . . , xd) and y= (y1, . . . , yd) denote two points in Rd. A subset K ⊆Rd is said
to be convex if the line segment
[x, y] := {λx+ (1−λ)y : 0≤λ≤ 1}
is contained in K for all choices of x, y ∈ K . Convex compact subsets of Rd having non-
empty interior are called convex bodies. The smallest convex superset of K ⊆Rd is called
its convex hull co(K ), whereas the smallest affine subspace of Rd containing K is denoted
by aff(K ), the affine hull of K . The affine dimension dim(K ) of K is the dimension of its
affine hull. The support function h(K , ·) :Rd→R of K is defined by
h(K ,u) := sup {〈u | x〉 : x ∈K } .
For u ∈Rd\{0}, the hyperplane H(K ,u) :=
{
x ∈Rd : 〈u |x〉 = h(K ,u)
}
is a supporting hyper-
plane of K . The width of K in direction u ∈Rd, defined by
w(K ,u) := h(K ,−u)+h(K ,u)
equals the distance of the supporting hyperplanes H(K ,±u) multiplied by ‖u‖. The min-
imum width of K is ω(K ) := inf {w(K ,u) : ‖u‖= 1}. A polytope is the convex hull of finitely
many points. The boundary of a polytope consists of faces, i.e., intersections of the poly-
tope with its supporting hyperplanes. We shall refer to faces of affine dimension 0, 1, and
d−1 as vertices, edges, and facets, respectively. Faces of polytopes are lower-dimensional
polytopes and shall be denoted by the list of their vertices. (A face which is denoted in
this way can be reconstructed by taking the convex hull of its vertices.) By definition,
attainment of the minimal width of a polytope P is related to a binary relation on faces of
P called strict antipodality, see [2].
Definition 2.1. Let P ⊆ Rd be a polytope. Distinct faces F1, F2 of P are said to be
strictly antipodal if there exists a direction u ∈ Rd, ‖u‖ = 1, such that H(P,u)∩P = F1
and H(P,−u)∩P =F2.
Gritzmann and Klee [7, (1.9)] formulated a necessary condition on strictly antipodal pairs
whose distance equals the minimum width. Here, F1+F2 = {x+ y : x ∈ F1, y∈ F2} denotes
the Minkowski sum of sets F1,F2 ⊆Rd. (The set F1−F2 is defined analogously, F1±v shall
be used as an abbreviation for F1±{v} whenever v ∈Rd, and, using the above conventions,
v1v2−v3v4 = [v1,v2]− [v3,v4] for v1, . . . ,v4 ∈Rd.)
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that P ⊆ Rd is a polytope with non-empty interior, and that F1
and F2 are a strictly antipodal pair of faces of P whose distance is equal to ω(P). Then,
dim(F1+F2)= d−1, (1)
with dim(F1)= dim(F2)= d−1 when P is centrally symmetric.
For arbitrary subsets A,B⊆Rd, we shall denote by
ρ(A,B)= inf{‖x− y‖ : x ∈ aff(A), y∈ aff(B)}
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the minimal distance between points of aff(A) and aff(B). In the situation of Theorem 2.2,
ρ(F1,F2) is then said distance between the respective parallel supporting hyperplanes of
P.
The following definition by Heil [8] is central to the present investigation.
Definition 2.3. A convex body K is said to be reduced if we have ω(K ′) < ω(K ) for all
convex bodies K ′(K .
Reduced polytopes can be characterized using vertex-facet distances, see [3, Theorem 4]
and [12, Theorem 1] for the following result.
Theorem 2.4. A polytope P ⊆ Rd is reduced if and only if for every vertex v of P, there
exists a strictly antipodal facet F of P such that the distance between v and aff(F) equals
ω(P).
Strongly related, there is also the following necessary condition on the orthogonal pro-
jection of a vertex onto one of its strictly antipodal facets at the correct distance, see [2,
Lemma 2].
Theorem 2.5. Assume that P ⊆ Rd is a reduced polytope. Then for every vertex v of P
there exists a facet F of P such that {v} is strictly antipodal to F, the orthogonal projection
w of v onto aff(F) lies in the relative interior of F, and the distance from v to w is equal to
ω(P).
3 A class of non-reduced polytopes
In this section, we prove the following necessary condition on reduced polytopes in three-
dimensional Euclidean space.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that P ⊆ R3 is a reduced polytope. Let F be a facet of P with
edges a1a2, . . . ,ak−1ak,aka1, and let v be a vertex of P. Suppose that in this clockwise
order, vv1,1, . . . ,vv1,i1 , vv2,1, . . . ,vv2,i2 , . . . , vvk,1, . . .,vvk,ik , where k, i1, . . ., ik denote positive
integers, are the edges incident to v. For any j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} and l ∈
{
1, . . . , i j−1
}
, let F j,l be
the facet incident to vv j,l and vv j,l+1. For j ∈ {1, . . . ,k−1}, let F j,i j be the facet incident to
vv j,i j and vv j+1,1. Finally, denote by Fk,ik be the facet incident to vvk,ik and vv1,1. Then
the following conditions cannot be true at the same time:
(a) The facet F and the vertex v are strictly antipodal, and ρ(v,F)=ω(P).
(b) For any j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, the edges vv j,1 and a j−1a j are strictly antipodal. (Take a0 = ak.)
(c) For any j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, the facets F j,1, . . . ,F j,i j are strictly antipodal to a j. Moreover,
there is a number l ∈
{
1, . . ., i j
}
such that ρ(a j,F j,l)=ω(P).
We prepare the proof of Theorem 3.1 by three lemmas which rely on the geometry of the
counterparts of convex polygons in spherical geometry. In order to avoid ambiguity, we fix
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Figure 1. Notation of Theorem 3.1: faces of P.
the required notions and notation. The ball and the sphere with center x ∈R3 and radius
α> 0 shall be denoted by
B(x,α) :=
{
y ∈R3 : ‖y− x‖ ≤α
}
,
S(x,α) :=
{
y ∈R3 : ‖y− x‖ =α
}
,
respectively. The open half-space H<u,α :=
{
y ∈R3 : 〈u | y〉 <α
}
and its closed counterpart
H≤u,α :=
{
y ∈R3 : 〈u | y〉 ≤α
}
are bounded by the hyperplane H=u,α :=
{
y ∈R3 : 〈u | y〉 =α
}
,
where u ∈ S(0,1) denotes the outer normal unit vector of these three sets. Now fix a
sphere S = S(x0,α). A great circle of S is the intersection of S and a hyperplane H=u,〈u | x0〉.
A hemisphere of S is the intersection of S and an open half-space H<u,〈u | x0〉. Let x, y∈ S be
contained in a hemisphere of S. There is exactly one great circle, denoted by Dx,y, passing
through x and y, and it is divided into two connected components by x and y, one of which
lies in the same hemisphere like x and y. This connected component is called the arc Øxy
whose length shall be denoted by |xy|.
A cap C of S is the intersection of S and a closed half-space H≤u,β with −α < β < 0. The
(spherical) boundary sbd(C) of a cap C = S∩H≤u,β is the circle S∩H=u,β. The center of
the cap C = S∩H≤u,β is the singleton S∩H=u,−α. A subset A of S which is contained in
a hemisphere is said to be spherically convex if for every choice of x, y ∈ A, the arc Øxy is
fully contained in A. Equivalently, a subset A of S is spherically convex if and only if
the positive hull pos(A− x0) := {λu : λ≥ 0,u ∈ A− x0} is a convex set. A spherical polygon
is then the smallest spherically convex set containing a given finite subset of S. An arcØxy⊆ S touches a cap C if aff {x0, x, y}∩C is a singleton and is contained in Øxy.
Lemma 3.2. Let S′ be a hemisphere of S, C ⊆ S′ be a cap, x ∈ S′ \C. Furthermore, let
y1, y2 ∈ sbd(C) such that the arcs Ùxy1 and Ùxy2 touch C. Then |xy1| = |xy2|.
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is left to the interested reader.
Lemma 3.3. Let S′ be a hemisphere of S = S(x0,α), C ⊆ S′ be a cap, a, b ∈ S′ \C. Assume
that Øab∩C contains at least two points. Furthermore, let x, y∈ sbd(C) be such that Øax andØby touch C. Then |ab| ≥ |ax|+ |by|.
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Figure 2. Illustration of Lemma 3.2.
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Figure 3. Illustration of Lemma 3.3.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that x and y lie in the same hemisphere
bounded by Da,b. Choose t ∈Da,x∩Db,y such that that x ∈Øat and y ∈Øbt, i.e., the points x,
y, t lie on the same hemisphere bounded by Da,b. Consider the incircle C
′ of the spherical
triangle with vertices a, b, and t, that is, the largest cap contained in this triangle. Denote
its center by z′. The incircle C′ touches all sides of the spherical triangle; we thus set{
a′
}
:= C′∩Øbt, {b′} := C′∩Øat, and {t′} := C′∩ Øab. Note that b′ ∈Øxt. (Else, if z denotes the
center of the cap C, the arcs Ùz′b′ and Øxz intersect in a point u. Hence |ux| ≤ |zx| < αpi/2.
But Øux and Ùub′ are both orthogonal to Da,t, i.e., |ux| = ∣∣ub′∣∣ = αpi/2, a contradiction.)
Analogously, we have that a′ ∈Øyt. Therefore,
|ax|+ |by| ≤
∣∣ab′∣∣+ ∣∣ba′∣∣= ∣∣at′∣∣+ ∣∣bt′∣∣= |ab| .
Note that we have used Lemma 3.2 in the first equality.
Lemma 3.4. Let p1, . . . , pk, k≥ 4, be (in this cyclic order) the vertices of a spherical polygon
lying in a hemisphere S′, and let C ⊆S′ be a cap overlappingwith the interior of P. Assume
that Ûpkp1 touches C, and thatÛp1p2 and Üpk−1pk are disjoint to C or touch C. Furthermore,
assume that for some i ∈ {2, . . . ,k−2}, Üp ip i+1 has non-empty intersection with C. Then
|pkp1|+
k−2∑
j=2
∣∣p jp j+1∣∣≥ |p1p2|+ |pk−1pk|
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Figure 4. Illustration of Lemma 3.4.
Proof. The arc Üp2pk−1 has non-empty intersection with C. (Otherwise, C is a subset of
the spherical polygon with vertices p1, p2, pk−1, and pk, i.e., C and Üp ip i+1 are disjoint.)
Due to the triangle inequality,
k−2∑
j=2
∣∣p jp j+1∣∣≥ |p2pk−1| .
Thus, it remains to show that
|p1pk|+ |p2pk−1| ≥ |p1p2|+ |pk−1pk| .
Let qi ∈ sbd(C) be such that the arc Úp iqi touches C, i ∈ {1,2,k−1,k}, q1, qk ∉ Ûp1pk. Let
q2 ∈ sbd(C) be such that the arc Úp2q2 does not intersect Úp1q1. Analogously, let qk−1 ∈
sbd(C) be such that the arc Üpk−1qk−1 does not intersect Ûpkqk. Let q0 be the intersection
point of sbd(C) and Ûp1pk. The great circle through p1 and q1 intersects Úp2q2 in a point r2.
Similarly, the great circle through pk and qk intersects Üpk−1qk−1 in a point rk−1. Using
the triangle inequality, Lemma 3.2, and Lemma 3.3, we obtain
|p1p2|+ |pkpk−1| ≤ |p1q1|+ |q1r2|+ |r2p2|+ |pkqk|+ |qkrk−1|+ |rk−1pk−1|
= |p1q0|+ |q2r2|+ |r2p2|+ |pkq0|+ |qk−1rk−1|+ |rk−1pk−1|
= |p1pk|+ |q2p2|+ |qk−1pk−1|
≤ |p1pk|+ |p2pk−1| .
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that P is a reduced polytope which satisfies the condi-
tions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 3.1. Clearly, the facets of the difference polytope P ′ =P−P
have the form F1−F2 with F1 and F2 being strictly antipodal faces of P satisfying Equa-
tion (1). Among the facets of the difference polytope P ′ = P −P, there are F0 = F − v,
G j,l = a j −F j,l, P j = a j−1a j− vv j,1. Notice that F0 and G j,l are congruent to F and F j,l,
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Figure 5. Notation of Theorem 3.1: faces of P ′.
respectively, and that P j is a parallelogram. For j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} and l ∈
{
1, . . . , i j
}
, denote by
b j = a j− v the vertices of F0, and let c j,l = a j− v j,l, d j = a j− v j+1,1. Obviously, F0 and P j
share a common edge b j−1b j = a j−1a j−v.
We have
ρ(0,F0)=ω(P),
ρ(0,P j)≥ω(P) for j ∈ {1, . . .,k} ,
and ρ(0,G j,l)≥ω(P) for j ∈ {1, . . .,k} and l ∈
{
1, . . . , i j
}
.
Moreover, for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, there is l ∈
{
1, . . . , i j
}
such that ρ(0,G j,l)=ω(P). Next, we
prove the inequalities
∡b j−1b jb j+1+
i j−1∑
l=1
∡c j,lb jc j,l+1+∡c j,i jb jd j ≥∡b j−1b jc j,1+∡d jb jb j+1 (2)
for j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, where we use the abbreviation ∡xyz = arccos
( 〈x−y | z−y〉
‖x−y‖‖z−y‖
)
for the angle
between vectors x− y and z− y. Denote by q the orthogonal projection of 0 onto aff(F0)
and consider the ball B = B(0,ω(P)) with center 0 and radius ω(P) and the spheres S j =
S
(
b j,‖b j− q‖
)
, j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, with center b j and radius equal to the length of the segment
b jq. Let C j = S j ∩B and Q j = S j ∩ (b j +pos(P ′ − b j)). Then Q j is a spherical polygon
contained in a hemisphere of S j. (Choose a supporting hyperplane H of P ′ with H∩P ′ ={
b j
}
. Then H∩S j is the spherical boundary of an admissible hemisphere.) Since
C j = S j∩B⊆B⊆ P ′,
we also have
b j+pos(C j−b j)⊆ b j+pos(P ′−b j),
and thus
C j = S j∩ (b j+pos(C j−b j))⊆ S j∩ (b j+pos(P ′−b j))=Q j.
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Denote by p j,1 the intersection point of S j and b j+pos(b j−1−b j), by p j,l, l ∈
{
2, . . ., i j+1
}
,
the intersection point of S j and b j+pos(c j,l−1−b j), by p j,i j+2 the intersection point of S j
and b j +pos(d j − b j), and by p j,i j+3 the intersection point of S j and b j +pos(b j+1− b j).
Since ρ(0,G j,l−1) = ω(P) for some l ∈
{
2, . . ., i j+1
}
, the arc Üp j,lp j,l+1 touches the cap
C j. Analogously, Üp j,i j+3p j,1 touches C j. Notice that Üp j,1p j,2 and Üp j,i j+2p j,i j+3 inter-
sect C j in at most one point each because ρ(0,P j) ≥ ω(P) and ρ(0,P j+1) ≥ ω(P). There-
fore, the assumptions from Lemma 3.4 hold. In particular, since the lengths of arcs in
Lemma 3.4 correspond to angles in Equation (2), the latter equation is true. Note that
∡d jb jb j+1+∡b jb j+1c i+1,1 = pi for all j ∈ {1, . . .,k} because P j is a parallelogram. Adding
the inequalities (2) for j ∈ {1, . . .,k} yields
k∑
j=1
(
∡b j−1b jb j+1+
i j−1∑
l=1
∡c j,lb jc j,l+1+∡c j,i jb jd j
)
≥
k∑
j=1
(
∡b j−1b jc j,1+∡d jb jb j+1
)
= kpi.
Hence,
k∑
j=1
(
∡b j−1b jb j+1+
i j−1∑
l=1
∡c j,lb jc j,l+1+∡c j,i jb jd j+∡b j−1b jc j,1+∡d jb jb j+1
)
≥ 2kpi (3)
This last inequality contradicts the fact that the angles occuring on the left-hand side of
Equation (3) are internal angles of the facets adjacent to b j at this vertex.
Note that the idea of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to Steinitz’s approach in [23],
where he constructed an example of non-circumscribable polytope in R3.
Specifying Theorem 3.1 to i1 = . . .= ik = 1, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that P ⊆R3 is a reduced polytope. Let F be a facet of P with edges
a1a2, . . . ,ak−1ak,aka1, and let v be a vertex of P. Suppose that in this clockwise order,
vv1, . . . ,vv2, . . ., vvk are the edges incident to v. For any j ∈ {1, . . . ,k−1}, let F j be the facet
incident to vv j and vv j+1. Finally, denote by Fk be the facet incident to vvk and vv1. Then
the following conditions cannot be true at the same time:
(a) The facet F and the vertex v are strictly antipodal, and ρ(v,F)=ω(P).
(b) For any j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, the edges vv j and a j−1a j are strictly antipodal. (Take a0 = ak.)
(c) For any j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, the facet F j is strictly antipodal to a j and ρ(a j,F j)=ω(P).
Now assume that P ⊆ R3 is a combinatorially self-dual polytope, i.e., there exists an
inclusion-reversing bijective map φ from the face lattice of P onto itself, and for each
face F of P, φ(F) is the unique antipodal face of F. Then the conditions (a), (b), and (c)
in Corollary 3.5 are satisfied at each vertex of P which renders the polytope non-reduced.
In particular, this applies to the case of pyramids in three-dimensional Euclidean space
which belong to several classes of non-reduced polytopes mentioned in Section 1.
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Figure 6. A reduced polytope P with vertex numbers: oblique view (left), top view (middle), front
view (right)
4 A reduced polytope
In contrast to the various classes of polytopes which are shown to be non-reduced in the
literature and in Section 3, we present a reduced polytope P now. Consider the points
v1 := (r,0,−t), v2 := (−r,0,−t), v3 := (0, r, t), v4 := (0,−r, t),
v5 := (h, x, s), v6 := (−h, x, s), v7 := (h,−x, s), v8 := (−h,−x, s),
v9 := (x,h,−s), v10 := (x,−h,−s), v11 := (−x,h,−s), v12 := (−x,−h,−s).
For properly chosen parameters t, x, s,h, r> 0 the points v1, . . .,v12 are the vertices of our
polytope P. The combinatorial structure of our polytope is shown in Figure 6. The poly-
tope P possesses the same symmetry as the Johnson solid J84 (however, not the same
combinatorial structure). Hence, it is sufficient to control few facet-vertex and edge-edge
distances. In fact, we are going to solve the equations
ρ(v1, v3 v11 v12 v4)= 1, ρ(v1 v2, v3 v4)= δ1, ρ(v1 v9, v4 v8)= δ3,
ρ(v5, v2 v8 v12)= 1, ρ(v1 v5, v4 v8)= δ2,
with respect to t, x, s,h, r. Here, δ1,δ2,δ3 ≥ 1 are suitably chosen. By introducing the
normal vectors
n1 := (v11−v3)× (v12−v3), n4 := (v1−v5)× (v4−v8),
n2 := (v8−v2)× (v12−v2), n5 := (v1−v9)× (v4−v8),
n3 := (v1−v2)× (v3−v4)= (0,0,4 r2),
where u×w denotes the usual cross product of the vectors u,w ∈R3, these equations can
be rewritten as
〈n1 |v1−v3〉2−‖n1‖2 = 0, 〈n3 |v3−v1〉2−δ21 ‖n3‖2 = 0, 〈n5 |v1−v4〉2−δ23 ‖n5‖2 = 0,
〈n2 |v5−v2〉2−‖n2‖2 = 0, 〈n4 |v1−v4〉2−δ22 ‖n4‖2 = 0.
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Now, it is easy to see that the third equation (counting in columns) is equivalent to 2 t= δ1.
Moreover, it is tedious to check that we can factor out h2 in the first equation and (h+r−x)2
in the fifth. Hence, we are going solve the four equations
h−2
(〈n1 |v1−v3〉2− ‖n1‖2)= 0, 〈n2 |v5−v2〉2− ‖n2‖2 = 0,
(h+ r− x)−2
(〈n5 |v1−v4〉2−δ23 ‖n5‖2)= 0, 〈n4 |v1−v4〉2−δ22 ‖n4‖2 = 0,
}
(4)
under t= δ1/2 with respect to the remaining variables (x, s,h, r). Note that each left-hand
side of the four equations in (4) are multivariate polynomials of degree at most 6 in the
four unknowns (x, s,h, r).
Numerically, we used δ1 = 1.1, δ2 = 1.003 and δ3 = 1.004 and solved equations (4) by
Newton’s method starting with (x0, s0,h0, r0)= (0.62,0.13,0.09,0.35). This results in
t= 0.55, x≈ 0.6176490959800, s≈ 0.1351384931026,
h≈ 0.0984300252409, r ≈ 0.3547183586709
and the numerical residuum in the four equations is below 10−15. Using Kantorovich’s
theorem, see [9, Theorem XVIII.1.6], it is possible to prove that equations (4) possess an
exact root in the neighborhood of our numerical solution.
Using these parameters, we can check that the remaining distances are
ρ(v1 v9 v10, v11 v12)≈ 1.0433929735637, ρ(v5 v9, v8 v12)≈ 1.0126888049628.
Thus, the width of our polytope using these parameters is really 1.0, see Theorem 2.2.
Consequently, our polytope is reduced by Theorem 2.4.
Since the Jacobian of the (left-hand sides of) equations (4) with respect to (x, s,h, r) is
invertible at our point of interest, it follows from the implicit function theorem that we
also obtain a solution for small changes of the parameters δ1,δ2 and δ3. Hence, we obtain
a whole family of reduced polytopes possessing three degrees of freedom.
5 Evaluating your catches
It is quite a delicate and tedious procedure to check the reducedness of a given polytope
P ⊆R3. Hence, we present an algorithm based on Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. It consists of two
steps:
1. Compute the width of P, compare Theorem 2.2.
2. Check whether each vertex has a strictly antipodal facet, compare Theorem 2.4.
An implementation in pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. In step 4 of the algorithm, we
denoted by e1× e2 a vector normal to the skew edges e1 and e2. Using Theorems 2.2 and
2.4, it is easy to check its correctness. A Matlab implementation is provided at zenodo,
see [6].
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for checking reducedness of polytopes in R3.
1: input: polytope P ⊆R3
2: set w←+∞
3: for all skew pairs of edges e1 and e2 of P do
4: set w←min
{
w,w
(
e1× e2/‖e1× e2‖,P
)}
5: end for
6: unmark all vertices of P
7: for all facets F of P do
8: compute the strictly antipodal face Fˆ
9: set wˆ← ρ(F, Fˆ)
10: if wˆ<w then
11: unmark all vertices of P
12: set w← wˆ
13: end if
14: if Fˆ consists of a single vertex v and wˆ=w then
15: mark vertex v
16: end if
17: end for
18: return Are all vertices of P marked?
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we present the first—to our best knowledge—example of a reduced polytope
in three-dimensional Euclidean space. As the third author [22] has already pointed out,
the existence of reduced polytopes in Euclidean space remains open starting from dimen-
sion four. Moreover, already finding a reduced polytope in three-dimensional space with
different combinatorial structure than the one presented in Section 4 seems to be a non-
trivial task. Finally, it has to be checked to which amount Theorem 3.1 can be generalized
to higher dimensions.
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